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Abstract 

In the evolution of mammals, human beings have often felt anxiety and fear, but sometimes felt safety, 

euphoria, love and well-being with communicative musicality and linguistic circumstance. For a baby, 

her mother will present proto-conversation by music and verbal communication for interactive 

relationship. There has been a question how music may have originated associated with some features. 

Several factors are involved including transmission of the culture, gathering of people, various music 

pattern, human vocal singing and entrainment with synchrony. Consequently, music includes its great 

meaningful power in the human body and soul for music therapy, leading to human happiness.  

Keywords: Communicative Musicality; Proto-Conversation; Interactive Relationship; 

Music Therapy.         
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Commentary    

From historical point of view, human being has presented the 

evolution in the mammals [1]. As human started living together in 

a small village, rhythm, music, communication, language, and 

religion have been born. They gradually developed and merged 

mutually [2]. Recent international discipline has shown the 

combined scientific circumstances including medicine, 

neuroscience, psychology, linguistics, anthropology, culture, art, 

music, music therapy and education [3].  

When a baby is born, we can expect beneficial social environment. 

Then, infant will encounter interactive relationship with people, 

where they are always taken care, responsive and loved. In the light 

of relationship between mother and infant, communicative 

musicality can explain the intrinsic human musical nature [4]. Its 

theme and theory were developed, and noticeable patterns of voice, 

gesture, pulse and timing were present. For the interactive 

environment, mother and other carers can present specific proto-

conversation. It can precede verbal communication development, 

where musical characteristics are found such as pitch, music, 

rhythm, movement associated with gesture, dance and facial 

expressiveness. Consequently, these studies include educational 

and developmental psychology besides music therapy and art 

therapy.   

Human brain can feel musical-emotional meanings earlier, and 

after that it can recognize the role of linguistic function [5]. If 

human can have genetically preordained evolutionary mechanism, 

it includes fundamental urge to have communication by emotional 

response and creative proto-musical dynamics. For animals, it is 

rather hard to find the precursors of musicality and language 

function. In contrast, homo sapiens could establish these abilities 

about 50,000 years ago. The crucial role of names meant intimate 

parental love, safe life of child, their interaction and succession of 

generation for long. As one of the unique musical signs, calling 

names each other brought deepening of musical qualities [5].  

During the evolution from ape to human being, simultaneously 

another development might occur. It would be “vocal learning” that 

was found in parallel to learning of song and/or voice by whales 

and birds [6]. This process includes the purpose for obtaining 

health, where a person capable of singing and dancing will 

demonstrate the excellent stamina and talent. Such situation brings 

motivation for mimetic behavior of vocal and body response. 

Consequently, the performance may cause our sympathy, mutual 

proto-conversation, cooperative conduct and some mimetic action 

that is called as mirror neurons. Regarding human evolution, strong 

motivation seemed to be anxiety and fear [7]. For some musically 

expressive behavior, they could feel mutual safety and love in the 

dangerous and scary world. Humans are rather unique among 

mammals for its characteristic ability. They can synchronize voice 

and behavior to other people, and keep safer circumstance 

associated with feeling of euphoria and well-being [8]. 

For vertebrate brains, their emotions showed evolution to resonate 

interacting individuals [9,10]. There is impressive clinical 

manifestation for human congenital disease. It is Williams 

syndrome, that is usually diagnosed in early stage. These children 

show intellectual quotient (IQ) of about 50 with walking disorder 

[11]. However, they always love music and dancing besides 

obtaining perfect pitch perception and socially joyous 

communication [12]. From these facts, it is suggested that 

social/private emotionality and musicality may exist together, and 
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can conduct separately from the understanding and processing of 

ADL/QOL.  

An impressive experiment was found for the neonate just after the 

birth [13]. The protocol included providing the music to neonate 

with recording the responses. As a result, the imitation of vocal 

sound was found with rhythms. From these, music seems to give a 

virtual infuence for neonates, and their rhythmical behavior may be 

interactive communication with dance-like movement. Various 

research was performed using hand-held percussion instruments 

and singing including tambourines and chime-bars [14]. The 

process of healing may take place when psychobiological loop can 

be established. The loop involves 4 functions which are hearing, 

respiration, heart beating and body movement [15]. These systems 

may influence one another and also affect fundamental metabolism 

such as cortisol, noradrenaline and serotonin [16].  

There is a large power of music-therapeutic process. It exists in the 

music itself, and to express the richness satisfactory in words is not 

possible [17]. Music therapy (MT) session provides clients 

enjoyable emotional experience in the body and soul [18]. 

Furthermore, it may be brought successful results because therapist 

can be supportively accompanied aside with safety and relief [19]. 

When a person is young, one tends to be emotional and 

uncontrollable in communicating with others. MT has beneficial 

power for developing the ability to grow from immature status [20]. 

By receiving session continuously, one can manage the emotional 

feelings properly and express them calmly in words. Consequently, 

MT session may contribute the growth of our mind. The trial to 

describe the communicative musicality seems to have crucial step 

forward for psychology and special importance for psychoanalysis 

[21]. The latter has often discovered for expressing preverbal 

situation of experience and emotion. Our body are always swayed 

to some extent by the presence of music. Furthermore, music 

makes our heart relieving existential anxiety, confirming usual 

belief and bonding tight relationship with people in common cause.  

There has been a question how music may have originated 

associated with some features. Probably, some factors are supposed 

to be involved [23]. They are i) transmission of the culture: taking 

advantage of formal cultural power to next generation, ii) gathering 

of people: fundamentally universal tendency to grouping for 

occasional singing and dancing from motivational point of view, 

iii) various music pattern: creating infinite diversity model from 

certain finite means, iv) human vocal singing: a variety of 

performance associated with singing the melody in the heart, v) 

entrainment with synchrony: always continuing rhythmic ensemble 

with/without expressing apparent rhythm [24].  

From mentioned above, human being has always kept music, 

dance, words, culture and related situation in our mind, heart and 

body. Music has been recognized to have a power to healing body 

and soul for long. In Greek gods, Apollo was the god of both of 

music and healing. This article is hopefully useful for future 

development and research.  
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